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abstract
Sarah Turner is an eco-artist and designer who practices craft-based upcycling with waste plastic bottles and 
cans to create lighting, sculpture and decorative home interior products. Since 1998, her enthusiasm, creativ-
ity and good will have allowed her to gain several high-profile client commissions and to win awards from 
design, innovation and business competitions. The aim of this portrait is to introduce Sarah’s work and shed 
light on the resources, knowledge and skills involved in her practice and on the barriers to and drivers for her 
craft-based upcycling. We consider that Sarah’s work could be one of the stepping stones for a shift towards 
more sustainable craft practice, both in the United Kingdom and beyond. By exploring the right ingredients 
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for craft-based upcycling, barriers liable to be faced and key drivers that stimulate motivation, we hope that 
this portrait will inspire and attract more designers and makers to embed upcycling in their future practice. 
introduction
Sarah Turner is an eco-artist and designer who specializes in creating lighting, sculpture and deco-
rative home interior products through craft-based upcycling, the creation and creative modification 
of products by utilizing used materials in order to make a higher quality and better value product 
than the compositional elements. Sarah views herself as an artist, yet also exhibits ambition for 
growth as an entrepreneur. She may be seen not so much as a traditional craftsperson but as part of 
the contemporary Maker Movement, the worldwide grassroots movement through which a growing 
number of craft professionals and hobbyists have become small business entrepreneurs in niche or 
‘long tail’ markets.1
Sarah graduated from Nottingham Trent University in 2008 with a degree in Furniture and 
Product Design. After graduation, she set up a designer maker business, known as Sarah Turner Eco 
Art & Design (http://www.sarahturner.co.uk/), based in Nottingham, UK. On her website, she states 
that designing and making products from waste materials has always been a passion and she became 
particularly enthusiastic about collecting and upcycling waste plastic bottles. During an interview with 
The Independent, she said ‘Even as a child, I was making things from waste materials. I can see their 
value as raw materials and can’t bring myself to throw something away that could be useful’ (2012).
Sarah has been commissioned by a number of high-profile clients, including Coca Cola, The 
British Fashion Council, Nottingham City Council and Ecobuild. A 9-metre sculpture of a diving 
man made out of reconditioned Coca Cola bottles and cans, designed for the London 2012 Olympics, 
is one of her best-known creations (Figure 1), which she was commissioned to make alongside 
oversized chandeliers for the same event (Figure 3). Sarah has won awards in recognition for her 
design, innovation and business acumen, including the Keeseh International Design Competition 
(2008) (Figure 2), Innovation Nation Competition (2009) and Nottingham Post Business Awards 
(2013). Her works have been exhibited at shows in London, Milan, Paris and Los Angeles as well as 
Nottingham (Figure 4). In addition to her practice, Sarah teaches students at Nottingham Trent 
University as a Visiting Lecturer, works on design quality control for Co-oproduct (http://www.
co-oproduct.org/) as a Project Guardian, and runs workshops at primary and secondary schools. 
In order to understand how she approaches craft-based upcycling, the difficulties she encoun-
ters, and what drives her commitment, a one-hour semi-structured interview was conducted with 
her in April 2014. An interview topic guide with 30 questions was shared with her in advance. 
Answers to additional questions on process and methods were subsequently collected via e-mail. 
1. The theory of the 
Long Tail is that our 
culture and economy 
is increasingly shifting 
away from a focus on a 
relatively small number 
of hits at the head of 
the demand curve and 
towards a huge number 
of niches in the tail 
(Anderson 2014).
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Figure 1: Sarah Turner (2012), Coca Cola 9-metre sculpture of 
a diving man for the London 2012 Olympics. © Sarah Turner.
Figure 2: Sarah Turner (2008), Cola 30 Lampshade 
awarded 2nd place in the Keeseh International Design 
Competition. © Sarah Turner.
Figure 3: Sarah Turner (2012), Coca-Cola London 2012 
Olympics Chandeliers. © Sarah Turner.
Figure 4: Sarah Turner (2014), Nova exhibited in 
Magic Light Nottingham 2014. © Sarah Turner. 
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ingredients for Sarah’s craft-based upcycling
A number of elements have underpinned Sarah’s craft-based upcycling: suitable materials and tools; 
self-taught practical skills developed through iterative, experiment-based design and make proc-
esses; craft and design mixed approach accompanied with good quality control; and sufficient design 
inspiration to offer unique creations. 
Through her initial experimentation, Sarah discovered that plastic bottles diffuse light gracefully 
and disguise themselves as upmarket material (e.g. glass) when sandblasted and frosted. Noting 
that some trendy lampshades in the market were made of plastics, Sarah became convinced that 
plastic bottles could serve as an appropriate source of material. 
For fabricating and forming plastic bottles, Sarah uses simple hand tools such as scissors, knives, 
pliers and heat guns. She heats plastic bottles with paint strippers, hair straighteners/curlers and 
boiling water. Her main power tool is a sandblaster for sanding. Her skills and techniques that make 
her work distinctive, and thus deliver a competitive edge, seem to be around colouration. 
She explained: 
I take bottles, give them good clean, and sandblast some to make them frosted. […] I sponge 
dye on the bottles to produce different colour variations. Then I cut the bottle and melt it 
down to change the shape or create texture. […] I think sandblast and sponge dye are my 
special techniques. I have not seen anyone else who is able to colour the bottles in the way I 
do. It is a bit of a secret. I guess that’s a good process I have developed over the years. 
Building on the basic design skills that she learnt from her undergraduate degree, her practical 
know-how to work with plastic bottles came mostly from self-taught experimentation. Considering 
that the nature of knowledge in craft is often tacit, acquired and learned through experience and 
practice (Dormer 1997a), and that plastics as craft material, as distinct from basic industry input, has 
only been considered from the late twentieth century (Newman and Newman 1972), it is perhaps 
not surprising that much of her know-how is self-taught. 
Influenced by her undergraduate studies, Sarah’s design and make process seems to blend craft 
with design. She conceives initial design ideas based on clients’ requirements or her own new prod-
uct development plan but then her design is not developed primarily through hand drawing, 3D 
modelling and 2D/3D rendering. Rather, she ‘gets her hands dirty’ and explores the possibilities of 
materials to create different shapes, textures and colours, and pushes the boundaries of quality by 
constructing several prototypes. While doing so, she masters the necessary skills until the final output 
satisfies her aesthetic standard. Her prototypes are a medium of problem-solving, expression and 
exploration (Valentine 2013), as with any other designer. What distinguishes Sarah from more 
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traditional designers, however, is the ethical perspective she shares with many other craftspeople: 
getting something ‘right’ in making is regarded in craft as common sense (Dormer 1997b). Her 
prototypes are not ‘beautiful lies’, promising something that cannot be delivered in actual production 
for sale (Valentine 2013). She uses prototypes both as a means of ideation or communication and for 
pursuing perfection and high-quality production. Like most craftspeople, Sarah is meticulous about 
quality, although she pays careful attention to balancing possible trade-offs between quality (in func-
tionality and aesthetics) and ideal material utilization (i.e. minimizing new material use).
In describing her design style and inspiration Sarah highlighted the influence of the 1960s, indi-
cating that a 1960s retro style is how she naturally seems to design things. She also cited Stuart 
Haygarth (http://www.stuarthaygarth.com/) and Ryan Frank (http://www.ryanfrank.net/) as inspira-
tional, but added that she tries not to look at other designers’ work too much in order to avoid 
undue influence and ensure her work remains unique.
Barriers to and drivers for craft-based upcycling
Sarah listed three main barriers that she had faced in her craft-based upcycling. First, self-doubt 
about the marketability of upcycled products: when she first made upcycled plastic bottle lighting 
she did not realize that her creation was worth selling until somebody showed purchasing intention 
at an exhibition. Second, the negative perception of quality and price-effectiveness in upcycled prod-
ucts from the general public: Sarah noticed that, for some people, upcycled products have close 
associations with bad finishing, reduced durability and low cost-effectiveness. Third, the challenge 
involved in storing her materials: plastic bottles are bulky and need to be collected and organized by 
different size, design and brand in advance of commencing a project; this is now Sarah’s biggest 
physical challenge. 
Aside from these barriers, Sarah is motivated by drivers such as the opportunities apparent in a 
business specializing in waste material utilization, and the extra design challenges that lead to more 
self-satisfaction both in the design journey and destination. Her work is also driven by the making 
habits she has developed since childhood and by her sense of environmental responsibility. 
An early motivation arose when, several years ago, Sarah saw that vast quantities of plastic 
bottles were disposed of in the coffee shop where she worked part time. Recognizing that they were 
made from a fairly flexible and durable material capable of being easily cut and reformed, she created 
her first plastic bottle lighting. This was exhibited at her university’s degree show at which she 
became aware of the real opportunities in upcycling design and business potential. This was not 
solely based on good utilization of waste material: upcycling is also a unique selling point as it 
provides an inimitable back story. ‘My customers like to tell people the story behind the products, 
about me, how I’ve made it, and what it’s made from’, Sarah explained.
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While the apparent business opportunity provided an initial motivation, there have been other 
drivers such as meeting the specific challenges involved in upcycling and the satisfaction and sense 
of fulfilment during and after the making. Sarah explained: 
I think there is an extra challenge in taking old products and turning them into new ones. It is 
an additional design limitation I have to deal with. Normally when you use raw materials in 
the design process, you choose particular materials appropriate for your design. […] However, 
in this case, I am stuck with one material, plastic bottles. I’ve got to try to make it work for the 
design: it’s the other way around. Overcoming this extra design challenge, it is very satisfying 
to take unpleasant waste material and make it look attractive. […] When I exhibit my work, 
people often can’t tell that my products are made of plastic bottles. But at some point they are 
told what it’s made of, then they have this pleasantly surprised shock on their face! When I 
see those people being amazed, I feel excited and happy.
(Turner 2014)
Not explicitly, but in a more subtle way, Sarah’s enduring making habit from childhood, largely 
upcycling (though before the term was in popular use), seems to be another central influence. She 
recalled early memories: 
I always had a project on the go. Nothing was thrown away. Everything was kept in a garage 
for me to make something. I used to make jewellery, piggybanks, and all sorts of things. […] I 
watched TV programmes in which people demonstrated making stuff and I was following the 
instructions. One of them was a Tracy Island (from Thunderbirds [1992, UK: BBC2; 1965, UK: 
ATV]) with yogurt pots and toilet roll tubes from Blue Peter (1958, UK: BBC). I tried making 
that many times. I also remember making things with my mum especially, cross stitching, 
making tapestries and knitting since I was five.
(Turner 2014) 
Environmental responsibility is perhaps the foremost driver for Sarah as an eco-artist and designer. 
She showed her concern in an interview for BBC Radio Nottingham (2009): ‘A lot of plastic bottles 
in the UK don’t get recycled. I live in an area where they are not collected by the council’. From such 
environmental consciousness, her ideal upcycling project is to use the least amount of new, virgin 
materials, and she hopes that her work will make people think twice before throwing things away. 
Sarah’s aforementioned drivers for upcycling also fit within the ethos of the historic Arts and 
Crafts Movement and its understanding of what craft stands for: improving the environment, gener-
ating psychologically fulfilled people, and creating beauty (Greenhalgh 1997; Metcalf 2002). 
Figure 5: Sarah Turner (2014). © Kyungeun Sung.
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Figure 5: Sarah Turner (2014). © Kyungeun Sung. Figure 6: Sarah in her workshop (2014). © Kyungeun Sung.
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Concluding remarks: Scaling up?
The concept of craft-based upcycling in affluent industrial countries such as the United Kingdom is 
not very common, whereas reuse and upcycling are everyday practices in developing countries due to 
their financial restrictions and limited access to resources (Szaky 2014). In theory, however, the crafts 
exist in various ways to promote lasting value – including finding an afterlife of materials and compo-
nents that would otherwise be discarded, timeless design, using high quality materials and tech-
niques to ensure the longevity – while increasing the meaning and physical quality of objects (Williams 
2003; Woolley 2010). According to Valentine (2010: 81), craft is also ‘a constant variable; its meaning, 
purpose, aesthetic and economies are forever moving and transforming’. If so, it is our hope that new 
meaning, purpose, and direction of craft in both theory and practice head towards ‘eco-effectiveness’ 
in which designers and makers utilize more of the ‘technical nutrients’ – metals, plastics and other 
materials not continuously created by the biosphere (McDonough and Braungart 2013) – that arise at 
the end of products’ lifetimes, thereby helping to eliminate the concept of waste. 
Sarah Turner identified ‘more and more people doing upcycling’ as the most essential require-
ment for a shift in craft. She reasons that unceasing awareness-raising by a growing number of 
initiatives, such as her business, is needed to make upcycling not only more trendy but a routine 
part of craft rather than a special practice. We believe that upcycling professionals like Sarah can, 
collectively, create stepping stones for the shift towards more sustainable craft practices in the United 
Kingdom and beyond. We hope that this portrait will inspire and attract more designers and makers 
to embed upcycling in their practices in future. 
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